
 

2016 Emory Global Health Case Competition 
 
We are seeking case competition members for the Johns Hopkins Team!  
 
Background 
Since 2009 Emory Global Health has sponsored a Global Health Case Competition (EGHCC). In the EGHCC 
participating teams from a number of universities compete for the best solution to a global health case 
study or problem. Teams are given approximately five days to prepare their response. The details of this 
year’s EGHCC can be found here. The winning team receives, in addition to notoriety, a monetary prize. 
 
As you may know, in March, 2013 Hopkins sent a winning team to the Emory Global Health Case 
Competition and in 2014, our team placed once again.   
 
The 2016 Hopkins Team 
The Center for Global Health is now recruiting a team for the 2016 EGHCC. The Emory rules require that 
teams should be comprised of four to six students, and three or more disciplines must be represented. The 
CGH will be recruiting from all Hopkins Schools to get the required balance. A final team must be provided 
to Emory by March 4, 2016. 
 
The Commitment 
Although this is a great opportunity, it is not one to be taken lightly. Operationally, the teams will need to 
work together intensively between Saturday, April 2nd, when the case is announced, and the presentation 
day, Saturday, April 9th. This means that team members will have to work together in between and after 
school hours while in Baltimore to prepare their response.  Team members will also have to travel to 
Atlanta to finish their response (Thursday and Friday) and make their presentation on Saturday. 
 
Support 
The CGH will pay the registration fee and provide travel support (plane tickets) to Atlanta. Emory will 
provide ground transportation, lodging and most meals.  In addition, the CGH is recruiting a faculty coach 
to work with the team while in Baltimore and, if possible, in Atlanta. The CGH will also assist in identifying 
group work space and coordinating meetings. 
 
It’s Up to You Now! 
Participating in the EGHCC is fun and will give you an opportunity to meet new global health leaders.  It’s 
also a good item for your resume. To initiate your application to be part of the team please submit the 
application form by December 20, 2015 11:59 PM EST. Applications will be reviewed by a group of 
faculty and staff.  Depending upon the number and quality of applicants a second step may be needed. We 
will keep you informed of progress. 
 
If you have any question, please contact: 
Emily Combs, Program Coordinator 
Phone: 410-502-9871  
E-mail: ecombs@jhu.edu   
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